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Program overview

Topic: Fossil excavation and mapping

Theme: Discover the unique process fossils go through as we uncover them, map them, and reveal some 
of their prehistoric secrets.

program DescripTion: it doesn’t get any more hands-on than this! in this exciting workshop, students 
experience the exhilaration of discovery as they uncover real dinosaur fossils. Using tools of the trade, 
students learn how to excavate fossils in our simulated quarry and how scientists map and interpret their finds.

aUDience: grades 3 – 6

cUrricUlUm connecTions

grade 3 math: 3D objects and 2D shapes, Transformations

grade 4 math: 3D objects and 2D shapes, Transformations

grade 5 math: 3D objects and 2D shapes, Data analysis

grade 6 math: 3D objects and 2D shapes, Data analysis

 science: evidence and investigation

program objecTives

students will be able to:

1. Demonstrate what each tool is used for and how to use them correctly in excavation.

2. identify the co-ordinates of a fossil within a grid square.

3. point out specific characteristics of bonebeds and the information they can give us.
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SuggeSted Pre-viSit activitieS

1. simple machines

many simple machines (levers, pulleys, wedges, axles, inclined planes) are used in excavation. investigate how each 
of these five simple machines works in preparation for your dig at the museum.

2. mapping pracTice

practice drawing maps of various areas to scale. For example, you might want to try mapping the classroom, 
your school yard, or just a few items on the floor. This type of mapping will help you prepare for the mapping 
exercise during your program.

hint: provide students with a grid/chart paper that represents the floor of the classroom/playground. 
ask them to draw in desk/playground equipment etc. over the chart paper.

Extra things to try: introduce the concept of coordinates. Fossils are mapped using coordinates on a grid.
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PoSt-Program activitieS

1. bonebeD sTUDY

Using a piece of grid paper, create your own bonebed map. include as few or as many fossils on it as you like. 
explain to the rest of the class what information your bonebed contains (how many dinosaurs were buried there, 
how did they end up arranged like this, etc.)

2. simple machines – hoW Do We Use Them?

This is a follow up exercise to the simple machines activity that was included in the suggested pre-visit activities 
section for this program.

For the seven tools or pieces of equipment (used in palaeontology) listed below on the left side, relate them to levers, 
pulleys, wedges, axles or inclined planes in terms of their function.

TOOLS:  FUNCTION: 

awls    lever or wedge

hammers   lever

Dental picks   lever or wedge

jackhammer   motorized wedge

ramps    inclined plane (for moving heavy specimens up or down hills)

Winches   pulleys (to move heavy specimens up hills)

carts and trucks  Wheels and axles

3. online resoUrces

University of california, berkeley:
http://www.ucmp.berkeley.edu/diapsids/dinosaur.html 

Website on evolution and dinosaurs:
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/evolution/extinction/dinosaurs/

includes links to dinosaurs and geology:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/paleontology

bristol University:
http://palaeo.gly.bris.ac.uk

Website for younger grades:
http://www.enchantedlearning.com/subjects/dinosaurs/ 
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PoSt-Program activitieS

(online resoUrces conT.)

smithsonian institute:
http://paleobiology.si.edu/index/html

national geographic:
http://www.animals.nationalgeographic.com/animals/prehistoric/

The Discovery channel (current dinosaur discoveries):
http://www.dsc.discovery.com/tv-shows/curiosity/topics/paleontology.htm

Up-to-date scientific reports on dinosaur science:

http://www.bbc.co.uk/sn/prehistoric_life/dinosaurs/ 

american museum of natural history, new York:
http://www.amnh.org/exhibitions/permanent-exhibitions/fossil-halls

natural history museum, london:
http://internt.nhm.ac.uk/jdsml/nature-online/dino-directory 

Walking with Dinosaurs:
http://www.abc.net.au/dinosaurs/dig_deeper/faq.htm#five 

links include videos, sound buttons, virtual tours, interactive quizzes, databases and timelines:
http://www.dinosaur.dkonline.com 

great up-to-date information on all aspects of science, including geology and palaeontology: 
http://www.sciencedaily.com 

(Keywords: evolution, dinosaurs, geology, Discovery channel, natural history museum of london, american museum 
of natural history, smithsonian institute, science Daily, palaeontology)

3. mUseUm resoUrces

check out the royal Tyrrell museum website at www.tyrrellmuseum.com for a wide variety of teacher resources 
including distance learning programs.

Links to Other Websites
Links to websites are provided solely for your convenience. The Royal Tyrrell Museum does not endorse, authorize, approve, certify, maintain, 

or control these external Internet addresses and does not guarantee the accuracy, completeness, efficacy or timeliness of the sites listed.


